
LAUREL AND HARDY

Laurel and Hardy were a comedy duo act during the early Classical Hollywood era of American cinema. The team was
composed of Englishman Stan Laurel.

Richard Cramer appeared as a scowling, menacing villain or opponent. It sees Ollie offer Stan a temporary
billet after he is discovered guarding his Great War trench two decades after the Armistice. The Fox films
were so profitable that the studio kept making Laurel and Hardy comedies after Fox discontinued its other "B"
series films. Billy Gilbert made many appearances, most notably as bombastic, blustery foreign characters
such as those in The Music Box and Block-Heads. While managing a movie theatre in , Hardy decided that he
could do betterâ€”or at least no worseâ€”than the actors he saw on-screen, so he went to work at the Lubin
Studios in Jacksonville , Florida, the following year. All the church bells in Cobh started to ring out our theme
song "Dance of the Cuckoos" and Babe Oliver Hardy looked at me and we cried. The son of a British
showman, Stan Laurel had been raised in English music halls. Their sole sequel reunites them with Mae Busch
and Charlie Hall, who had been outraged when the duo had accidentally inebriated his wife with spiked spring
water in Them Thar Hills  Quite unwittingly Laurel and Hardy's parts grew larger while those of their fellow
stars diminished because Laurel and Hardy were considered to be great actors. Stan had three or four writers
who joined in a perpetual game of 'Can You Top This? Edgar Kennedy , master of the "slow burn," often
appeared as a cop, a hostile neighbor or a relative. I think I earned my money". It contains no audio and is
three minutes in length. The film was not a commercial success on its first release although it did finally turn a
profit when re-released in other countries and it brought an end to Laurel and Hardy's film careers. Although
the results of adding color were often in dispute, many popular titles are currently only available in the
colorized version. Heartbroken at being jilted by his sweetheart, Ollie coerces Stan into joining him in the
Foreign Legion, where they endure the wrath of Fort Arid commandant Charles Middleton and an attack by
the Riffs. That may explain the consistent look and feel of the films, even though they were attributed to
numerous directors. The first film pairing of the two, although as separate performers, took place in the silent
film The Lucky Dog in  He encouraged Hardy to take movie parts on his own. Hardy later moved to
Hollywood, and by the mid s, he was working as an all-purpose comic at the Hal Roach studio. Hoping to
repeat the success the following year Laurel wrote a routine entitled "Birds of a Feather". In , upon the team's
return to America, Laurel was sidelined by illness and temporarily unable to work. We just couldn't
understand what it was all about. January 18, , Harlem, Georgia, U. Replacing a washing machine with a
player piano, the pair have endless trouble lugging the packing case up the steep steps that nursemaid Lilyan
Irene is descending with a pram. This telecast was preserved on a kinescope and later released on home video.
Dick Van Dyke had always been an enormous fan and he based his comedy and dancing style on that of
Laurel. Laurel returned to acting when a last-minute replacement for Hardy who had seriously injured himself
in a cooking accident was needed for a Mabel Normand comedy. Posthumous revivals and popular culture[
edit ] Since the s, the works of Laurel and Hardy have been released again in numerous theatrical reissues,
television revivals broadcast, especially public television and cable , 16 mm and 8 mm home movies,
feature-film compilations and home video. The film Babes in Toyland remains a perennial on American
television during the Christmas season. It has been said that first-time viewers tend to find Laurel the more
immediately funny of the pair, whereas longtime fans find Hardy the more enduringly funny. They made their
final appearance on camera in in a private home movie, shot by a family friend at the Reseda, CA home of
Stan Laurel's daughter, Lois. But Hal Roach so admired this lampoon of Beau Geste that he let it sprawl to
four reels and bore the loss of charging exhibitors the standard two-reel rate. Blystone Block-Heads proved to
be director John G. Laurel and Mr. A film named "Robin Hood" was planned to be filmed during the tour but
was not realized.


